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If many people have not noticed, the jews are a minority, both in countries, and worldwide. This does not prevent them from running the world or anything like that.

Indeed, they are minority in all places on earth. The situation with them reaches the point where 'rule of the minority' always becomes the rule against the greater part of a nation or mob, and this is because foundational basis of existence are that way, this is always how nature behaves.

It wasn't a very long time ago when around 35 jews in total of jewish population in Iceland, bossed around the whole country change it's laws in regards to circumcision. This story had to be covered last year but for whatever reason, skipped me in the news, so I decided to do some digging on it now. Better late than never. This happened last year. Basically, jews were almost indirectly ousted in Iceland. Talk about some manifestations from the RTR.

The Icelandic people wanted to put forth a bill to ban circumcision of young kids beneath a specific age, because obviously it's a brutal practice. Immediately, the jews went into a rampage. Around 50% of the Icelandic parliament and 25% of all doctors signed bills to approve this, so it would pass if it was on the parliament most probably, which would represent the end to jews in Iceland, as they would all have to depart.

When the jews were smelling the fire since this bill would more than likely pass, they sent a Rabbi from America named Rabbi Avi Feldman to go and live in Iceland with his family. To do what? Advocate for a more 'open' Iceland for jews and whine on the fact that the Icelanders do not want to be subverted. If they passed this law, then the 35 jews that lived in Iceland would have to leave, simply because, they could not engage in Brit Milah or circumcision. Another of the missions of Rabbi Avid is to basically funnel money in by pretending to be a 'religious minority' in Iceland, and safeguard jews while bossing around the Icelandic state.

To put it into accurate numbers, there are 35 religious jews (Not Rabbis, just religious) in Iceland in total, and around a thousand Muslims. Rabbi Avid was the first rabbi jew in Iceland. And then 340,000 native Icelanders. Iceland as a result is one of the greatest and most peaceful places to be worldwide, and is one of the few countries that is not steeped completely into the multicultural destruction hybridizing process, but the jews are working around to change it. It's by definition also not the easiest thing to live in Iceland anyway.

Now, how the jews go about this, is they first, build "Coalitions" with other faith groups in Europe. Aka, the Muzzies and other gangs that are forming and hiding behind "Minority Status" in Europe to enjoy benefits, socialistic 'gifts' and free tax money from working goyim so they can build mosques and buy AK-47's to stuff
them fully with, in order to wage holy jewish wars later on the populace, after of course, they attempt to out-breed them and infest countries with crime.

This is why another Rabbi said that the "Muslims are the natural allies of jews in Europe". For one, Muslims also have rites for circumcision like the jews, and have similar laws in abolishing pork, certain diets, and imposing certain regulations like Kosher meat. In other words, they have aligned interests.

The above aside, the jews in Iceland also got in 'alliance' with another said group. Now, who would this be? Hmmm? The "Lets retake Jerusalem" and "Oy Vey Christ is against the Jews" based faith, named Christianity. Christian organizations and local denominations immediately did also also to jewish rescue, such as "The Catholic Church of the European Union" organization, who went in instantly to help and protect the jews, whose head is a Whitey sellout named "Cardinal Marx". After this guy, another "Imam" (Because we wuz against jews n shiet as Muslims) went in to protect the jews and claim that this is a 'larger attack in religious freedom in Iceland' in the behalf of the jews. This Imam was named Ahmad Sadeeq.

Regardless of the above however, the Icelanders were proceeding until April 5th, 2018, which is when the time the jews brought in some big guns to deal with this situation. They recruited one of their tribe in New York, a jewish Congressman, who is named 'Eliot Engel', and is seated in New York. Eliot Engel sent a threatening message to the Islandic government, essentially threatening them that the whole jewish machine would move against them, and that it was "Jeopardizing the relation of Iceland with the United States of America'.

The World Jewish Congress also was 'extremely alarmed' that this bill could be mimicked by other European countries, therefore making living in Europe for jews either unlivable, or harder.

Then, the ADL had to also jump in, and sent a message to Iceland's ambassador, telling him explicitly, that Iceland will be smeared as a Nazi country all over Washington post, New York Times, BBC, NBC, CNN, and generally in every media outlet, and made into basically a parody for the whole planet. In other words, reputation assassinations. Of course, after that, they threatened them that they would ruin them as a result in the Tourism department.

Now, to what benefit or not benefit is it of the United States of America, and the American people, or anyone in America for that liking, except jews, what a little country, and a government, does in regards to 1000 muzzies and literally 35 jews in total? It is clearly how the tribe works. The jew sits in his office not to mind "America", but his personal tribesmen, which he obviously had to do, and he succeed.

What do we have in total to boss a country around? 35 random jews, 1 Rabbi, 1 Jewish US Senator, 1 member of the ADL , 1 Imam, 1 White Tribe Servant Cardinal, of Jewsus in a position of power, and voila - a country will now 'welcome' jews and become prostituted to jewish interests for no reason whatsoever.
Also, the whole of the above was instated in a span of a few weeks. The proposed bill didn't even make it to the vote.

Then people say that SOMEHOW, people who argue that the jews run their countries and control them, are somehow deluded, retarded, xenophobic, and conspiracy theories.

It's about time we see the matter clearly and face to face.

To make the matters a bit clearer:

https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/How-rabbis-are-taking-up-the-fight-against-Icelands-circumcision-ban-553199

"European Jewish leaders hailed a victory this week over a bid by Icelandic parliamentarians to criminalize non-medical circumcision of boys, which moved Jewish communities in Europe to mobilize to prevent what could have been the beginning of a wave of legislation across the continent to outlaw the ancient religious practice of brit mila.

[...]

Conference of European Rabbis president Rabbi Pinchas Goldschmidt told The Jerusalem Post that his organization used a three-pronged approach to try to combat Iceland’s move: applying pressure from Jewish groups; building coalitions with other faith groups; and appealing to international economic and political interests.

[...]

"If passed into law, this measure would create insurmountable challenges for Jews and Muslims living in Iceland. By outlawing this historic procedure, Iceland would not only be outlawing generations of tradition, but would also be sending a clear message to tourists, immigrants, and the world that Iceland is not a country fully accepting of different faiths and cultures," the letter continued. “The impact of this would be felt far beyond Iceland’s borders. This move would make Iceland the first and only European nation to outlaw circumcision. While Jewish and Muslim populations in Iceland may be small, your country’s ban would be exploited by those who stoke xenophobia and antisemitism in countries with more diverse populations.”

[...]

“We wanted to show that this direction is not acceptable by providing information and making it known what it means to us,” he said.
Melchior said that pressure from various groups together with shedding light on the issue were the key factors in stopping the bill. “I hope the reason they stopped it is due to understanding – as a rabbi that’s the right way to go,” he said. “Europe should be accepting of its minorities and it’s important that it’s not only we who say it,” he said, gratefully pointing to the support they had received from the churches in Norway.

“It was incredible to see how all the organizations and civil groups took initiative fast and acted fast because we didn’t have a lot of time,” Melchior said.

“If we succeeded in stopping it in Iceland, we can in other places too,” the rabbi concluded.
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